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On the stability of the oherent state of a two-level atom Bose gas in the
resonant laser field at zero temperature
L. A. Maksimov, A. V. Paraskevov
∗
Kurhatov Institute, Kurhatov Sq. 1, Mosow 123182, Russia
It is shown that a Bose gas of two-level atoms in the intense resonant laser field at zero
temperature is a mixture of two ondensates with a definite ratio of the densities. The riteria
of stability are found for the stationary states of suh system against the inrement of the
amplitudes of quasi Bogoliubov elementary exitations. Besides the usual aousti mode the
gap mode is shown to exist and the magnitude of the gap is proportional to the laser field
amplitude. The involvement of the gas nonideality under definite onditions results in an
instability and deay of the ondensates.
PACS: 03.75.Kk, 03.75.Mn
1. Introdution
After the experimental realization of the Bose-Einstein ondensation in a gas [1℄ and later in
a binary mixture of Bose gases [2℄ in magneti traps at ultralow temperatures the adequate the-
oretial desription of suh systems is undoubtedly atual. This is onfirmed by a great number
of theoretial papers on the lassifiation [3℄ of all states of a Bose mixture (within the Thomas-
Fermi approximation) and its dynamis (longwave olletive exitations [4℄, metastable states [5℄,
the spatial separation of the mixture omponents [6℄). In most papers the mixture is desribed
by two Gross-Pitaevskii equations and the onrete distintion between the mixture omponents is
not onsidered. The representation of the mixture omponents as atoms in the ground and exited
states is employed in the works on studying the sattering [7℄ and absorption [8℄ of the laser radia-
tion by the Bose ondensate. However, the question about an existene of the stationary oherent
state of the interating system, "mixture + laser field", has not been onsidered yet. The present
work is devoted to the theoretial investigation of this problem. In partiular, the equilibrium ratio
of the ondensate densities is determined as a funtion of the resonant laser field amplitude and
proximity to the saturation, the spetrum of quasi Bogoliubov elementary exitations is found, and
the riteria of stability in the system of two ondensates in the laser field are determined with the
involvement of the reoil momentum and nonideality of a gas.
∗
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2Let us onsider a weakly non-ideal Bose gas of two-level atoms in the resonant laser field of the
high intensity at zero temperature. The monohromati laser field, ating on the Bose ondensate
of atoms in the ground state (for simpliity, we neglet nonondensate partiles), onverts some
fration of the atoms into the dipole-exited state so that eah exited atom moves with the same
veloity governed by the reoil momentum. If the laser field intensity is so high that one an
neglet the spontaneous deay of exited atoms with respet to the indued emission, then, during
the small time as ompared with the time between ollisions of exited atoms with quasipartiles
of the ondensate of unexited atoms, the marosopially large number of dipole-exited atoms
moving with the same veloity is formed and the seond Bose ondensate appears. Below we
do not treat the proess of the formation of this ondensate and assume that the state with two
ondensate has been already formed, taking as a ondition that the natural linewidth of dipole
transition is γ ≈ 0. The riterion of a smallness for γ will be given in Se. 2. At last, from the
viewpoint of maximal simpliity of the effet treatment, the atomi system is onsidered as spatially
homogeneous.
2. The ground state of two-level gas in the laser field
The Hamiltonian for the system onsisting of Na unexited atoms and Nb dipole-exited atoms
in the laser field (V = 1, ~ = 1) reads
Htot = Hgas +Hint +Hph, Hgas = Ha +Hb +Hab,
Ha =
∑
p
( p
2
2m )aˆ
+
p aˆp +
∑
p1+p2=p3+p4
1
2Uaaaˆ
+
p1 aˆ
+
p2 aˆp3 aˆp4 ,
Hb =
∑
p
( p
2
2m + ω0)bˆ
+
p bˆp +
∑
p1+p2=p3+p4
1
2Ubbbˆ
+
p1 bˆ
+
p2 bˆp3 bˆp4 ,
Hab =
∑
p1+p2=p3+p4
Uabaˆ
+
p1 bˆ
+
p2 bˆp3 aˆp4 .
(1)
Here aˆp and bˆp are the atom annihilation operators with momentum p in the ground and dipole-
exited states, respetively, and Uik = 4πaik/m are the parameters of the pair interation expressed
in terms of the orresponding sattering lengths. To exlude the problem of ollapse, we suppose
Uik > 0. The interation of the gas with a single-mode laser field is desribed by the Hamiltonian
Hint =
∑
p
(gk cˆ
+
k aˆ
+
p bˆp+k + g
∗
k bˆ
+
p+kaˆpcˆk), (2)
where cˆk and cˆ
+
k are the absorption and prodution operators of a photon with wave vetor
~k and
frequeny ωk. For simpliity, the laser radiation is assumed to be linearly polarized in the diretion
of unit polarization vetor ~ek. The atom-field oupling onstant has a usual form
|gk|2 = 2πωk
∣∣∣(~ek, ~d)∣∣∣2
3and is related to the natural linewidth of the exited level for a single atom via dipole matrix
element d, γ = 43k
3
0d
2
where k0 =
ω0
c . To simplify the notation, the fator exp(i
~k~r) in the matrix
element of the interation between a single atom and laser field is omitted. Lastly, the Hamiltonian
of free photons is given by
Hph = ωkcˆ
+
k cˆk.
The dynamis of the system is desribed by the equations
i
∂aˆp
∂t =
p2
2m aˆp +
∑
p+p2=p3+p4
Uaaaˆ
+
p2 aˆp3 aˆp4 +
∑
p1+p=p3+p4
Uabbˆ
+
p1 bˆp3 aˆp4 + gk cˆ
+
k bˆp+k,
i
∂bˆp
∂t = (
p2
2m + ω0)bˆp +
∑
p+p2=p3+p4
Ubbbˆ
+
p2 bˆp3 bˆp4 +
∑
p1+p=p3+p4
Uabaˆ
+
p1 bˆp3 aˆp4 + g
∗
kaˆp−kcˆk,
i∂cˆk∂t = ωkcˆk +
∑
p
gkaˆ
+
p bˆp+k.
(3)
Let us onsider the system whih onsists of three oherent subsystems, namely, two ondensates
produed by atoms in the ground and dipole-exited states and the laser field. Let us find the
ground state of this system, negleting nonondensate partiles. In what follows, it is more onve-
nient to deal with usual omplex quantities rather than with operators. Therefore the use of the
representation of oherent states is appropriate. Let us determine a oherent state as
|a〉 = exp(
∑
p
apaˆ
+
p ) |0〉 ,
whih an be onsidered as a diret produt of all eigenvetors |ap〉 so that aˆp |ap〉 =
ap |ap〉 , 〈ap| aˆ+p = 〈ap| a∗p and onerning the states with different momenta. Vetor (|0〉 denotes a
diret produt of all empty atom and photon states. For dipole-exited atoms and photons, the
oherent states are determined similarly:
|b〉 = exp(
∑
p
bpbˆ
+
p ) |0〉 , |c〉 = exp(ck cˆ+k ) |0〉 .
Taking the reoil into aount, ondensates of atoms in the ground and dipole-exited states should
move relatively eah other. Let us denote the momenta of atoms belonging to these ondensates ~pa
and ~pb = ~pa+~k, respetively. If the gas is at rest as a whole, ~pa = −~kNb/(Na+Nb). Postmultiplying
eah of equations (3) by vetor |a〉 |b〉 |c〉, we obtain the set of three equations for the omplex fields
apa, bpb , ck:
i
∂apa
∂t = (
p2a
2m + UaaNa + UabNb)apa + gkc
∗
kbpb ,
i
∂bpb
∂t = (
p2
b
2m + ω0 + UbbNb + UabNa)bpb + g
∗
kapack,
i∂ck∂t = ωkck + gka
∗
pabpb .
(4)
4Hereafter we onsider a gas in the ondensate state. Therefore Na and Nb are marosopially large
quantities, i.e., Na, Nb ≫ 1. We seek a stationary solution in the form
apa = ae
−iεat, bpb = be
−iεbt, ck = ce
−iωt. (5)
Note that a stationary solution (5) takes plae only under ondition of the exat resonane between
the renormalized laser frequeny and the differene in energies of the exited and ground states of
an atom
ω = εb − εa. (6)
From (4) we get
εaa = Ωaa+ gkc
∗b,
εbb = Ωbb+ g
∗
kac,
(εb − εa) c = ωkc+ gka∗b.
(7)
Here the following notations are introdued
Ωa =
~p2a
2m
+ UaaNa + UabNb, Ωb =
~p2b
2m
+ ω0 + UabNa + UbbNb, Na = |a|2 , Nb = |b|2 .
Quantities εa, εb and Na (or Nb sine we onsider that the given total gas density is N = Na+Nb =
const) are unknown. The third equation in (7) determines the renormalization of the laser frequeny
due to dipole transitions. This renormalization an be negleted if the laser field intensity is
suffiiently high (formally, this means that Hph ≫ Hint, implying matrix elements) so that
Nc = |c|2 ≫ |gk|
2NaNb
ω2k
. (8)
The ondition of the smallness of the natural linewidth results diretly from this inequality
γ ≪ ωk Nck
3
0
NaNb
. (9)
Inequality (8) is worthwhile to ompare with the initially implied ondition of the suffiiently high
field intensity in order to neglet spontaneous deays with respet to the indued transitions. In
the terms of the notations introdued this ondition is given by
Nc ≫ 2
π
k3. (10)
Note that, if one takes resonane approximation (|ωk − ω0| ≪ ωk, ω0) into aount, inequality (10)
yields the ondition known in the laser physis for saturation of the population of exited state,
5when an atom with the equal probability is in the ground and exited states so that Na = Nb = N/2.
The inequality is expressed quantitatively as
|ωk − ω0| ∼ γ ≪ |A| , (11)
where |A| = |gk|
√
Nc is the Rabi frequeny in the onventional terminology. From (11) we obtain
γ ≪ ωkNc
k30
. (12)
From the omparison of onditions (9) and (12) one an see that they are equivalent to eah other
if k30 ≥ N , i.e., when the volume per one atom is larger than λ30. Aording to (10), this means
qualitatively that a single atom is fallen at many photons. Note, however, that ondition (11) looses
its meaning if the renormalization of the transition frequeny is larger than the natural linewidth
for a single atom, |εb − εa − ω0| > γ. In this ase, it seems that γ should be regarded as a total
natural linewidth with respet to the ollisional broadening. The alulation of the orresponding
ontribution is made in [8℄.
In what follows, we assume that inequality (9) is fulfilled and ω ≃ ωk. Denoting ε = εa and
re-denoting Ωb −→ Ωb − ω, we have from the equations (7)
(ε− Ωa) (ε− Ωb) = |A|2 .
Hene
ε =
1
2
[
(Ωa +Ωb) + η
√
δω2 + 4 |A|2
]
, η = ±1. (13)
Here the quantity
δω = Ωa − Ωb = ω − ω0 +
~k2
2m
(
Nb −Na
Na +Nb
)
+ UaaNa − UbbNb + Uab(Nb −Na)
plays a role of the deviation from the full saturation. The relation between the amplitudes of the
ondensates is determined from (7)
b =

− δω
2 |A| + η
√(
δω
2 |A|
)2
+ 1

 a.
It follows from above that the system in the laser field is in one of the states with the fixed ratio
of the ondensate densities (at the given sign of produt ηδω)
Nb =

−η δω
2 |A| +
√(
δω
2 |A|
)2
+ 1


2
Na. (14)
6When δω = 0, the resonane field frequeny equals ω = ω0+
1
2(Ubb−Uaa)N . Thus, if Uaa ≃ Ubb, it
is natural to take differene ω − ω0 as an external parameter haraterizing the deviation from the
saturation. Let us introdue the dimensionless variables
x =
ω − ω0
2 |A| , y =
Nb −Na
N
, z ≃ 1
2 |A| [
k2
2m
+ (Uab − Uaa)N ] (15)
and write equation (14) in the form
1 + y =
(
−η (x+ zy) +
√
(x+ zy)2 + 1
)2
(1− y). (16)
Equation (16) is a quarti one with respet to y (x). The solution relative to the inverse funtion
x (y) has a simple form
x = −(z + η√
1− y2
)y. (17)
It follows from the above expression that there exists a symmetry with respet to the simultaneous
substitution x −→ −x and y −→ −y. This results from the symmetry of the Hamiltonian of the
system with regard to substitution aˆ↔ bˆ. In its turn, suh symmetry between "up" and "down" is
a result of the assumption about the smallness of γ. Note that there is no symmetry in the solutions
with regard to the variation of the sign η. For the branh η = +1, quantity y (x) is a one-to-one
funtion of x and, for η = −1, funtion y (x) at z > 1 within the interval
|x| < xlim =
(
z2/3 − 1
)3/2
takes four values (see Fig.1). Aordingly, for the branh η = −1 at z > 1 there exists limiting
values y(±xlim) = ∓
√
1− z−2/3 with an anomalous S-shape of the line in omparison with the ase
z < 1.
For x = 0, both ondensates have either the same density, y = 0, for any sign or
y = ±
√
1− z−2, (18)
at η = −1. Thus, the satellite states are possible if the oupling between atoms and field is
suffiiently small ompared with the reoil energy εr =
k2
2m (z > 1, being z ≈ εr2|A| for Uab ≈ Uaa, Ubb).
If the oupling between atoms and field is strong, z < 1, there are solutions only in the viinity of
the entre (y = − 1z+ηx) at |x| ≪ 1 (i.e., in the ase |εb − εa − ω0| ≤ γ ≪ |A|).
So, it is seen from the analysis of funtion x (y) that (i) under the ondition of saturation
|x| ≪ 1 there exist four stationary states, where in addition to the usual solutions y ≈ 0 there are
two satellite states in whih populations of the ground and exited states are essentially different.
7(ii) Beyond the region of saturation at |x| > xlim there are two stationary states, and at |x| < xlim
there are four ones again. It is also interesting to trae the behavior y(z) at x = 0. If z > 1,
bifuration, assoiated with a possibility of satellite states, appears in the plot y(z) in addition to
y = 0 (see Fig.2).
3. Combined osillations of the ondensates in the laser field
The stationary state obtained is unstable if the spetrum of elementary exitations of the system
in this state has an imaginary part. To larify a role of the interation between atoms, we start
from the ase of an ideal gas. In addition, we will onsider the question about the stability in the
ase of full saturation ω = ω0, Na = Nb = N/2 and in the ase of a satellite state.
First, we find a set of equations determining spetrum of single-partile exitations of the on-
densates. Let us write equations (3) for the omplex fields in the linear approximation in the
amplitudes of nonondensate partiles in the following representation (hereafter ~q is a quasipartile
momentum):
ap = a¯p exp (−iεt) , ~p = ~pa ± ~q,
bp = b¯p exp (−iεt− iωt) , ~p = ~pb ± ~q,
in whih the system (3) takes a form of a losed system with onstant oeffiients (vetor notations
are omitted):
i
∂a¯pa+q
∂t = (
(pa+q)
2
2m − ε+ 2µaa + UabNb)a¯pa+q + µaaa¯+pa−q + (µab +A)b¯pb+q + µabb¯+pb−q,
−i∂a¯
+
pa−q
∂t = (
(pa−q)
2
2m − ε+ 2µaa + UabNb)a¯+pa−q + µaaa¯pa+q + µabb¯pb+q + (µab +A)b¯+pb−q,
i
∂b¯pb+q
∂t = (
(pb+q)
2
2m − ε− (ω − ω0) + 2µbb + UabNa)b¯pb+q + µbbb¯+pb−q + (µab +A)a¯pa+q + µaba¯+pa−q,
−i∂b¯
+
pb−q
∂t = (
(pb−q)
2
2m − ε− (ω − ω0) + 2µbb + UabNa)b¯+pb−q + µbbb¯pb+q + µaba¯pa+q + (µab +A)a¯+pa−q,
(19)
where the notations µik = Uik
√
NiNk and A = g
∗
kc are used. The phase of laser field is hosen so
that quantity A is real and positive.
In the ase of an ideal gas, when all Uik = 0, the equation for eigenvalues of the system (19),
with involving (13) and (15), yields
E1,2 = −
~k~q
2m
y +
q2
2m
− 1
2
η
√
δω2 + 4 |A|2 ± 1
2
√√√√(δω + ~k~q
m
)2
+ 4 |A|2,
E3,4 = −
~k~q
2m
y − q
2
2m
+
1
2
η
√
δω2 + 4 |A|2 ± 1
2
√√√√(δω − ~k~q
m
)2
+ 4 |A|2.
8Here δω = ω − ω0 + k22my. For the full saturation (δω = 0, y = 0), we have
E1,2 =
(
q2
2m
− η |A|
)
±
√√√√( ~k~q
2m
)2
+ |A|2, E3,4 = − q
2
2m
+ η |A| ±
√√√√( ~k~q
2m
)2
+ |A|2.
Hene, for the given η there is a gap 2 |A| for two modes in the exitation spetrum at q = 0. The
gapless modes at A = 0 and q −→ 0 yield a sound dispersion law
E(q) ∼ csq,
where cs =
|~k~q|
2mq is the sound veloity. Far from the saturation (|x| ≫ 1, |y| ≃ 1) in (15) for the
given η the two branhes have a gap of about |ω − ω0| and the others are gapless as before.
Thus, in the approximation of an ideal gas the stationary ondensate state is always stable in
the sense mentioned above.
In the ase of nonideal gas one an find an analytial expression for the spetrum of the system
(19) under full saturation, assuming that Uaa = Ubb:
E2± =
(
P 2 − µ2)+A(A+ 2µab) +Q2 ± 2√(P 2 − µ2)Q2 + (AP + µab(P − µ))2, (20)
P =
q2
2m
− ηA+ µ, Q =
~k~q
2m
, µ =
1
2
UaaN, µab =
1
2
UabN.
First of all, we onsider the long wave limit q −→ 0 and E2±(q) ≈ E2±(0) + q
2
2m∆E where
E2±(0) = ξ
2 − µ2 +A (A+ 2µab)± 2A |ξ − ηµab| , ξ = µ−Aη,
∆E = 2ξ + εr cos
2 θ ±
(
(ξ2−µ2)
A|ξ−ηµab|
εr cos
2 θ + 2A (A+ µab) sign (ξ − ηµab)
)
.
(21)
Here θ is the angle between vetors ~k and ~q . The ritial value, in the sense of stability, is E2−. In
the ase when the argument of modulus in (21) is positive µ > η (µab +A) we obtain
E2−(0) = 2A(A − µ+ µab)(1 + η),
∆E = 2 (µ− µab −A (1 + η)) + εr cos2 θ
[
1− (A− 2ηµ)
µ− η (µab +A)
]
.
It is seen that there is an instability in the state η = 1 at µ > µab +A and in the state η = −1
∆E = 2 (µ− µab)
(
1− 1
2
εr cos
2 θ
µ+ µab +A
)
,
at µ < µab. This oinides with the known ondition [6℄ of instability of a binary Bose-gas mixture
against spatial separation of its omponents. The instability at εr cos
2 θ > 2 (µ+ µab +A) means
that for the strong reoil the instability develops at first in the diretion of the reoil momentum.
9The orresponding plot of the spetrum (20) at cos2 θ = 1 is given in Fig.3. The opposite ase
µ < η (µab +A) has a sense only for η = 1 and does not result in an instability
E2−(0) = 0, ∆E = 2 (µ+ µab)
(
1 +
1
2
εr cos
2 θ
A+ µab − µ
)
> 0.
Let us now onsider the ase of transverse exitations with respet to vetor
~k when Q = 0
E2± = δ
2 + 2µδ +A(A+ 2µab)± 2 |A (δ + µ) + µabδ| , δ = q
2
2m
− ηA. (22)
For E2− at (A+ µab)
(
q2
2m − ηA
)
+Aµ > 0, we get
E2− =
(
q2
2m
−A (1 + η)
)(
q2
2m
−A (1 + η) + 2 (µ− µab)
)
.
It is seen that in the state η = −1 an instability appears for the ondition obtained above µ < µab.
In the state η = 1 there is a region of instability 2A − 2 (µ− µab) < q
2
2m < 2A with the entre at
the point
q2
min
2m = 2A− (µ− µab) where E2−(qmin) = − (µ− µab)2. In addition, for q = 0 in this state
there appears an instability if µ > A+ µab (however, it is always E
2
−(qmin) < E
2
−(0)). The typial
plot of the spetrum for this ase (20) is given in Fig.4.
In the ase (A+ µab)
(
q2
2m − ηA
)
+Aµ < 0 we have
E2− =
(
q2
2m
+A (1− η)
)(
q2
2m
+A (1− η) + 2 (µ+ µab)
)
,
whene it follows that the both states η = ±1 are stable.
Finally, let us onsider the stability of satellites at Uaa = Ubb. Far from the saturation
(|ω − ω0| ≫ A, µ, µab) one an neglet the nonideality of the gas and, as we onvined above,
the ondensates are stable. In the region of saturation |x| ≪ 1, the satellites exist only in the
state with η = −1. For simpliity, we restrit ourselves with the ase when the density of one of
ondensates is muh less than that of the other. For definiteness, Nb ≪ Na (y ≃ −1). It turns
out that one an derive an analytial expression for the spetrum of elementary exitations in the
approximation of heavy atoms and strong atom-atom oupling ompared with the reoil, putting
formally k ≪ q. Note that in these onditions it is not allowed to employ the long wave limit
q −→ 0.
E2± =
1
2
(
W 2 + V 2 + 2A2 − µ2 ±
√
(W 2 − V 2 − µ2)2 + 4A2
(
(W + V )2 − µ2
))
, (23)
W =
q2
2m
+
1
2
(3µ− µab) +
√
1
4
(µ− µab)2 +A2,
V =
q2
2m
− 1
2
(µ− µab) +
√
1
4
(µ− µab)2 +A2,
10
where µ = UaaN, µab = UabN . Rewriting expression (23) in the form
E2± =
1
2
(
W 2 + V 2 + 2A2 − µ2 ±
√
(W 2 + V 2 + 2A2 − µ2)2 − 4 (A2 −WV )2 + 4µ2V 2
)
,
one an straightforwardly indiate the region of possible negative values E2−,
−4 (A2 −WV )2 + 4µ2V 2 > 0.
Hene
µV >
(
WV −A2) . (24)
Note that the ondition (24) never holds true at µ ≃ µab and the satellite state is stable.
4. Conlusion
The main result of the work is the determination of a stationary solution of the equations
of motion for the united oherent system of two-level atom Bose ondensates and laser field of
high intensity. In addition, the dependene of the ondensate densities on the Rabi frequeny and
deviation from the full saturation are found. The analysis is performed for the stability of the system
against appearane of the imaginary part in the spetrum of elementary exitations. This results in
an exponential inrease of osillations, in the heating of the system and deay of the ondensates,
or in the transition of the system into one of the stable states. The question on evolution of the
system after the deay of an unstable stationary state is a subjet of separate study.
The ondition of appliability of the theory in temperature is given by
T ≪ Tc ∼ ~
2
m
n2/3, n = min (Na, Nb) .
Note that in the satellite state, when the ondensate densities differ signifiantly, the ondensate of
the lower density at T > Tc onverts into nonondensate partiles whih are additional with respet
to the ondensate of higher density. The question whether this ondensate will be destroyed with
adding extrinsi nonondensate partiles represents an independent interest.
The authors are grateful to Yu. Kagan and S. N. Burmistrov for valuable omments. The work
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Figure Captions
Fig.1. The dependene of the relative differene in populations, y, versus deviation x from the
full saturation.
Fig.2. The dependene of the relative differene in populations, y, versus parameter z (see (15)).
Fig.3. The example of unstable spetrum in the long wave limit for the state η = −1 under full
saturation at εr > 2 (µ+ µab +A) = 0.43εr , and µ : µab : A = 1 : 0.5 : 20. The sale on the vertial
axis for the urve η = 1 is redued by a fator of 40.
Fig.4. An example of the unstable spetrum for the transverse exitations in the state η = 1
under full saturaion for Q = 0, A = 2.5εr, µ : µab : A = 3 : 1 : 5. The sale of the vertial axis of
urve η = −1 is redued by a fator of 4. The usp in the urve E2−, η = 1, orresponds to zero
modulus in (22).
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